The CIB Programme Committee has appointed Enrico De Angelis, Politecnico di Milano, Italy, as the Joint Coordinator of CIB W086 – Building Pathology. He takes the place of Sergio Croce who retired from the position after over 10 years of extraordinary service to CIB W086.

The information below is extracted from Enrico’s curriculum vitae:

Currently Enrico is teaching and researching in the Building Engineering and Architecture Faculty of Politecnico di Milano.

He is an expert in Building Pathology and Diagnostics, Building Performance Specification and Design Review. His practice and specialist field is the construction and design of high performance building envelopes.

After graduation he worked as an editorialist, as a Lieutenant in the Engineers Corp, as a freelance researcher, designer, Forensic Engineer (for Milano’s Civil Court) and as Technical Director of a Certified Inspection Body operating in the construction sector.

In 1998, after 10 years of mixed professional-academic activity, Enrico moved full time to Politecnico di Milano as a Senior Researcher. In the Department of Building and Environmental Science and Technology (part of the Building and Engineering Faculty of the Politecnico) he teaches courses related to the discipline of Building Systems Design and directs and manages many innovative courses for practitioners about Building Envelope Technologies, Building Pathologies and Building Energy Performance design. Examples include a Master Course for Italian-Swiss practitioners (Tecnico Transfrontaliero delle Costruzioni) and a recent PhD School Course named Building Futures.

Broadly describing his current research themes, Enrico says these are:

- building performance metrics and
- the diagnosis of building failures,

focusing on energy, acoustic and environmental performances of building systems and the practice of their evaluation, and their modelling and design.

Additional Information

For additional information about the CIB W086 please contact the coordinators: Vasco Peixoto de Freitas vpfreita@fe.up.pt Enrico De Angelis enrico.deangelis@polimi.it

You can find more information on the activities of CIB W086 at www.cibworld.nl -Databases-select “Go to Database” – in the shown search engine: type W086 in the field “Commission number”.